
 

 

 

 

Suggestions for the Promotion of Using FPS Members for Projects in 
Preference to FPS Non-Members 

or 

“Why Use an FPS Member” 

 

Introduction 

The key to getting FPS members used on projects in preference to non-members is differentiation 

based on the benefits that FPS members offer / bring to a project over and above cost. 

Of course, the ‘lowest-cost wins specifier’ will always seek the cheapest and these projects will be 

won, as everyone is aware, on price. However, this is not where the FPS should be aiming any 

communications or marketing activity. 

The FPS should be targeting those main contractors that respect, or at least acknowledge, the many 

benefits that trade associations and their members bring to a project. These may be as obvious as 

quality and innovation, or more holistic, such as wellbeing etc. 

Many of the tools are already in place through which messages of differentiation can be 

communicated, including: 

• Communications – the placement of key messages of differentiation of the benefits of 

using an FPS member. Comms tools include: 

o Press releases 

o Social media 

o Editorials / Columns / Opinion Pieces  

o FPS website 

o FPS eNewsletter 



 

 

However, key to any success will be fresh messages and ideas beyond those already communicated 

by the FPS.  

Strategy 

The logical approach would be to examine what exactly is it the that main contractors / clients want 

from a piling contractor and how FPS members meet this need? In addition, the FPS needs to look 

at what typically are the problems/issues that main contractors encounter from their piling contractor 

and consequences (delays; cost; health and safety; etc.), in priority order and base communications 

on these problems/issues. 

For example, if health & safety is a key motivator for main contractors, then it would be logical to 

position comms about how the FPS addresses this. 

Suggestions 

Cost 

Whilst unfortunate, cost it always a driver in any area of the construction sector, so this issue should 

be targeted head-on.  

If possible, the FPS need to work out the true cost of the consequences of “when things go wrong” 

- which hopefully are rare occurrences with FPS member companies. Nobody will choose the most 

expensive on paper, but a main contractor / client might be persuaded to look beyond the headline 

cost choice if the bundled FPS member benefits have a REAL and GENUINE value that mitigates the 

cost differential. 

Real-world case studies would be very helpful here, especially where an FPS membership benefit 

has saved a client money. Of course, it should not be the only front on which we focus 

communications, but it would support activity and provide ‘real-world’ examples, which are essential. 

The clear message from this is almost “it pays to use an FPS member”. 

Client Commitment 

Harder to establish, but a worthy journey – if a main contractor / client embraces all that the FPS 

and its members have to offer, then see if they will commit to only using an FPS member - within 

fair play and without breaking competition rules. 

This would be the all-important third-part endorsement of the benefits THEY [main contractors] 

have seen, or recognise, of using an FPS member. 

It could even be a “committed to” type of arrangement, which both the FPS and the main contractor 

/ client can use for comms/PR purposes - which shouts about their commitment to the mutual aims 

and goals that FPS membership embodies. 



 

 

Events – Client Engagement 

Organise a strategic series of half-day seminars, which seek to answer directly some of the issues / 

barriers which main contractors / clients typically encounter on site with piling contractors and target 

key decision makers / influencers from those organisations – obviously the organisations that FPS 

members want to work with.  Jooce works closely with the British Drilling Association (BDA) in 

relation to its series of seminars, including speaker engagement; venue research; event promotion; 

sponsorship packages and communications to promote the event. 

Seminars can be held regionally and will require a separate communications proposal to ensure 

effectiveness.  These are NOT internal FPS events – they should attract clients, who attend to learn 

more about the FPS and the benefits of using an FPS member.  Presentations can be given by FPS 

member companies on a range of topics, such as: 

• Innovation 

• Competencies  

• Project Case Studies 

FPS member companies should be charged a fee to present and funds can be raised to cover the 

cost of the event via sponsorship from the FPS supply chain and FPS members. 

Events – Roadshows 

The FPS should roll out a calendar of roadshows (lunchtime talk type of events), which are not the 

same as the client engagement seminars mentioned above.  The roadshow will promote the ‘reasons 

to use an FPS member’ – via key messages, including: 

• Quality 

• Safety 

• Experience 

• Reliability 

The roadshows should be delivered by key FPS committee members and target consultants, clients 

and main contractors.  The FPS should appoint someone to contact targets organisations, the end 

goal being them agreeing to a lunchtime talk at their own office. The FPS presenter can leave behind 

a ‘Why Use and FPS Member leaflet’ and complete a delegate form on the day, collating names / 

details for future FPS comms (include opt-in sentence in the delegate form). The BDA delivered a 

programme of ‘Quality Matters’ roadshows, across the UK, which were effective for raising the profile 

of the BDA and why BDA members should be used over non-BDA members. 

 

 



 

 

Client Engagement eNewsletter 

A dedicated – content relevant eNewsletter, targeted at clients and consultants, that explains (in 

various direct and indirect articles) the benefits of using an FPS member.   

Articles will include links back to FPS website (where appropriate) to ‘read full article’, thus driving 

more traffic to the site. 

The eNewsletter can be distributed half-yearly, using MailChimp; the distribution database used for 

the eNewsletter campaigns must be GDPR compliant. 

FPS Members 

FPS members should receive a batch (250) of ‘Why Use an FPS Member’ leaflets (produced by Jooce 

in September 2019), which they should: 

• Display at industry events/exhibitions 

• Include in tender packs 

• Display in their reception area 

FPS members should be encouraged to promote the benefits of using an FPS member via their own 

marketing channels (social media; include in press releases and editorial articles; website; etc). 

Out of the Box Suggestions 

The following are included more for discussion and to widen the thought process than necessarily 

being actionable, but they may help spark other ideas for member differentiation. 

Fault Resolution 

The FPS to offer an ‘Independent Fault Resolution Service’ for when things do go wrong, which may 

help avoid ‘legals’ and cost escalations. This may not be practical, but many construction 

membership organisations do offer similar services, as do many consulting engineers. 

Binding Code of Conduct 

FPS extends it Audit to include a Code of Conduct that its members offer… “All FPS members will…”. 

Clearly a tricky area, but this is an ‘out-of-box’ suggestion. The Charter may well address this and 

once established may well be a tool to promote wider than piling, but as an FPS initiated construction 

industry device.  

Shame the Clients 

Not mentioning clients by name, but naming and shaming, by highlight almost relentlessly why 

‘some’ or even the ‘majority’ of companies don’t / do embrace all the things the FPS membership 

offers. Typically, the FPS could shout about why mental health / proof of quality (audit) etc., are not 



 

 

taken seriously by main contractors, with many paying lip service or proof of supplier adherence to 

their own standards being a simple tick of a box. Ultimately, the FPS is looking to shame clients 

(without naming names!) in to taking the benefits of FPS members seriously and using in preference. 

Tender Fast-Track 

Not sure how feasible, but could not the benefits FPS membership offer, including its Audit, be used 

as a route to fast tracking / bypassing the pre-qualification aspect of any tender? This may be 

something the FPS can lobby for with main contractors, including via targeted media, “to allow 

automatic pre-qualification on jobs” for projects FPS members wish to tender for and would be a 

great membership benefit, as well as an endorsement of just how prized FPS membership is. This 

may already exist to some degree through preferred supplier arrangements, but could this be 

something to widen to FPS membership? 
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